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Sustainable Development 

Sustainable development is defined as “development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” The concept of 

needs goes beyond simply material needs and includes values, relationships, freedom to think, 

act, and participate, all amounting to sustainable living, morally, and spiritually. 

The 30-year journey of four World Summits from Stockholm to Nairobi to Rio and to 

Johannesburg has put the world on notice that achieving sustainable development in the twenty-

first century is not an option but an imperative. 

The 1972 UN conference in Stockholm highlighted the concerns for preserving and 

enhancing the environment and its biodiversity to ensure human rights to a healthy and 

productive world. The developing countries argued that their priority was development, whereas 

the developed countries made a case for environmental protection and conservation as the prime 

issue. 

The 1982 Nairobi Summit reviewed the progress in the decade since the Stockholm 

Conference and called upon national governments to intensify efforts to protect the environment 

and stressed the need for international cooperation. However, the tensions between Western 

Governments and the Soviet Union marred progress and commitment toward a Nairobi action 

plan. 

In 1983 the United Nations Commission on Environment and Development was created 

and in 1987, the Commission issued the Brundtland Report. This report highlighted that equity, 

growth, and environmental maintenance are simultaneously possible and that each country is 

capable of achieving its full economic potential while at the same time enhancing its resource 

base. It emphasized three fundamental components to sustainable development: environmental 

protection, economic growth, and social equity. 

During the period 1972–92, over 200 regional and international agreements and 

conventions for environmental protection and conservation were adopted. However, most of 

these agreements were negotiated individually and treated as ‘separate entities’, with many 
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lacking systemic integration within the social, economic, and environmental framework of 

sustainable development. 

In 1992, the Earth Summit brought the world’s governments to deliberate and negotiate 

an agenda for environment and development in the twenty-first century. At a parallel Global 

Forum, nongovernmental organizations from around the world also discussed and deliberated 

strategies for sustainable development. While there was little formal interaction between these 

two meetings, the world’s civil societies succeeded in having their voices noticed. It was an 

important step toward future dialog and active participation of civil society in sustainable 

development regimes from local to global levels. 

The Earth Summit unanimously adopted the Agenda 21, a comprehensive blue print of actions 

toward sustainable development, including detailed work plans, goals, responsibilities, and also 

estimates for funding. Other important accomplishments included the Rio Declaration, a 

statement of broad principles to guide national conduct on environmental protection and 

development, and adoption of treaties on climate change and biodiversity, and forest 

management principles. 

The first principle of the Rio Declaration states “human beings are at the centre of 

concerns for sustainable development.” The declaration also highlighted the ‘polluter-pays-

principle’ and the ‘precautionary principle’, as important considerations for the protection and 

conservation of nature. 

Whether addressing vulnerability to environmental change, responsibility for 

environmental degradation and loss of biodiversity, or policy priorities, careful consideration of 

the particular groups of people involved, and their social, economic, and environmental 

conditions, is essential. Focusing on people – their rights, capabilities, and opportunities – has 

multiple benefits for individuals, society, and their relationship with the environment. 

Agenda 21 pointed out that different populations had ‘common but differentiated 

responsibilities’ for impacts on the environment. In Rio, the thinking was dominated by the goal 

of converging trends in different parts of the world. There was the clear hope that the developing 

countries would catch up, while the rich countries would become increasingly environmentally 

conscious and curb their excessive consumption and the related pollution and waste. This has not 

come to pass. 
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Consumption per se is not something to be avoided since it is one important aspect of improving 

human well-being. Equally important is the recognition that the relationships between well-

being, levels of consumption, and environmental impacts depend on the value systems, the 

effectiveness of institutions, including forms of governance, as well as science, technology, 

and knowledge. 

The lack of progress in turning Agenda 21 into actions for sustainable development leads 

to the 2002 Johannesburg World Summit on sustainable development. Johannesburg put the 

thrust on public–private partnerships for sustainable development through an endorsement of 

some 500 such partnerships but most of these agreements failed to be implemented. 

Prior to the Johannesburg Summit, in September 2000, political leaders from around the world 

took an unprecedented step of setting concrete 2015 targets for millennium development goals 

(MDGs) related to the priority challenges of sustainable development, namely, poverty, hunger, 

education, gender, health, environmental sustainability, and a global partnership for 

development. All these issues are interrelated; one cannot be solved without tackling the others. 

The progress up to 2007 indicates that many of these MDGs are unlikely to be realized by 2015. 

The nations of the world at the Earth Summit failed to mobilize the financial resources 

for the implementation of Agenda 21, and the WSSD in Johannesburg failed to turn agenda into 

actions. The critical issues of education and human capital were also not on the WSSD agenda. 

The scientific and technological capacity is essential and educational and research institutions 

around the world have a fundamental responsibility to contribute to this. 

Education comprises a lifelong learning system to cope with the changing needs and aspirations 

of society. The United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development, starting in 

2005, lays the foundation to reform and mobilize education at all levels, from schools to 

universities, in support of sustainable development. 

 

The term sustainable development is a well-used one and is probably familiar to many 

within and beyond academia, certainly in the more developed parts of the world. It is a term that 

we come across in arenas ranging from door-step recycling initiatives to media explanations of 

global security issues. Within human geography, it informs research extending from social 

exclusion within cities of the United Kingdom to outcomes of environmental transformations in 
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rural Africa. Indeed, some consider that there is none so relevant a discipline as geography to 

contribute to the sustainable development debates given its ability to marry the science of the 

environment with an understanding of economic, political, and cultural change, that is, 

development. The pursuit of sustainable development is now stated as a principal policy goal of 

organizations and institutions across all scales of public life and the field of academic and 

practical enquiry around sustainable development is a diverse and expanding one. 

It is generally acknowledged that the report of the World Commission on Environment and 

Development (also known as the Brundtland Commission) published in 1987 did much to bring 

the term ‘sustainable development’ into the popular consciousness and onto public agendas. This 

commission, established by the United Nations (UN), comprised people drawn from member 

states of both the more developed and less developed worlds and was charged with identifying 

the long-term environmental strategies for the international community. Its definition of 

sustainable development, as “development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” has become the most 

widely cited expression of the term. The fundamental notion that development today should not 

be at the expense of that in the future has found widespread allegiance. 

As the term sustainable development reaches both further into daily lives and becomes 

bound up with ever-larger movements of the modern world, academics and practitioners are 

increasingly aware of the need to reflect critically on the fundamental principles encapsulated 

within the term as it evolves. In addition, close examination is needed of what is trying to be 

achieved and how, in the name of sustainable development, to encompass the multiple and often 

competing agendas being pursued and to interpret changes within dynamic local and global 

contexts. To that end, this review accords substantial detail to the origins and development of the 

notion of sustainable development and how the complex interdependencies of economic, social, 

and environmental development processes and their outcomes are being revealed in the pursuit 

of sustainable development. 

The concept of sustainable development has gained some degree of notoriety including 

for its ‘slippery nature’ (the multiple definitions that it has), its ambiguities (the various 

interpretations that flow from those definitions), and its fundamentally oxymoronic character (the 

suggested opposition between the two encapsulated terms). This review details a number of 

frameworks that have been forwarded for handling the diversity and dynamism associated with 
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the notion and points to the principal ongoing divisions within the field of enquiry. For some, the 

way in which the notion of sustainable development has been redefined so many times and in 

relation to so many aspects of society–environment relationships undermines its usefulness. For 

others, it is the contestations over the direction of social and economic development into the 

future (the discord of modern politics) that are the substance of sustainable development and as 

such, the utility of the idea lies precisely in the debate and compromise that it challenges 

researchers and practitioners to engage in. 

Two particular literatures, those of environmentalism and of development, are considered 

to be particularly important in understanding the origins of sustainable development. The first 

use of the term ‘sustainable development’ is acknowledged to have been within the World 

Conservation Strategy of 1980 that was drawn up by the International Union for Conservation of 

Nature and Natural Resources. For the first time, development was forwarded as a means for 

achieving conservation bringing the two literatures closer together. However, the 1980s are also 

understood to have been an era of ‘impasse’ within both the theory and practice of development. 

Past theories were upturned and seemed to offer little in terms of explaining the current 

experiences of development and underdevelopment (let alone into the future). It was also a 

period when the failures of ‘development’ on the ground were increasingly evident including the 

environmental impacts of the mounting debt crisis and of the solutions implemented to solve it. 

In the globalized era of the early years of the twenty-first century, environmentalism is 

considered to be thriving, particularly as it has adapted to changing scientific evidence and has 

been informed by the ideas of related social movements such as ecofeminism. Whilst it can be 

considered that discourses remain dominated by environmental sustainability concerns, the work 

of geographers is proving important in placing human needs and rights more centrally into these 

agendas. In turn, development studies (and development geography) is considered to have moved 

beyond its impasse to be characterized by lively debate within which environmental, social, and 

economic sustainability are a central concern. Whilst this review provides evidence of the 

substantial work of geographers, particularly in uncovering the nexus of poverty–environment 

relationships, there is continued concern as to how far this work is impacting on the literature 

and practices of sustainable development. 
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One way in which sustainable development can now be considered a concept that has 

come of age is through its position as a primary policy goal of many of the major institutions of 

the world, including the UN and the World Bank (WB). In particular, finding new approaches to 

poverty alleviation is currently considered to be on a new and superior roll. This review analyses 

how this consensus has development and considers how the policy prescriptions that flow from it 

intersect with local and global environmental agendas. 

Discussions of the idea and practices of sustainable development are centrally concerned 

with the future of the Earth and its inhabitants’ relationships, and policy challenges that are the 

long-standing traditional concerns of geographers. This review considers the contribution of 

human geography in exposing the inherently political and conflictual endeavor that is sustainable 

development, in particular through the work within political ecology. 
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